
YORKSHIRE & 
EAST MIDLANDS

Assuring a sustainable future



Welcome to
ROBERTSON

We’re one of the largest family-owned construction, infrastructure and support services 
businesses in the UK, and we apply the same principles to every aspect of our 
business today that we did over fifty years ago when Bill Robertson set up his joinery firm in 
Elgin.

Over the years our sustainable growth has enabled us to invest in our business, the future of 
people and communities, and to deliver on major projects, housing schemes and facilities 
management for customers nationally.

Our scale gives us the ability to accept big challenges, and build deep, mutually beneficial 
partner relationships. At the same time we think locally, working with stakeholders and the 
supply chain to deliver services and infrastructure that will stand the test of time.

Ultimately, everything we do is about making progress safely towards a sustainable future for 
our people, communities and our business. 

It’s the Robertson Way.



YORKSHIRE & EAST MIDLANDS

Robertson Yorkshire & East Midlands works with 
customers in the public and private sectors from 
Nottingham to York and the Pennines. 

Our portfolio across major development, 
infrastructure, renovation and small works projects 
reflects the diversity of the sectors we work in, 
including commercial, education, healthcare, 
hospitality, leisure, residential and student 
accommodation.  
The scope of our service combined with the 
experience of our people sees us bring value, quality 

and certainty to our projects whatever the size or 
complexity. And our local, hands-on management is 
backed by the rigorous processes and systems of a 
national family business which has grown sustainably 
since 1966.
Our capabilities span the project lifecycle – from 
preconstruction to design and build and facilities 
maintenance. Throughout, we work collaboratively 
with customers and stakeholders to achieve shared 
visions and deliver on time, on budget and to the 
highest standard. 

Case studies
• Ada Belfield Care Home and Libary, Belper
• Dart Square Student Accommodation, Sheffield
• Huntingdon Street Student Accommodation,  

Nottingham
• Gulson Road Student Accommodation, Coventry
• Nova Student Apartments, Nottingham
• Hampton by Hilton, Leeds
• Grimsby Institute of Further & Higher Education, 

Grimsby
• Goldthorpe Primary School, Rotherham
• Mixenden Cladding Replacement, Halifax
• Burleigh Court Hotel, Loughborough
• Premier Inn Hotel, Matlock
• James House, York
• Broadway, Bradford
• Isobel Bowler Sports Pavilion, Sheffield
• Samuel Tuke Apartments, York
• Portobello House Student Accommodation, 

Sheffield
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Robertson Construction 
Our wide-ranging expertise and capabilities let us 
bring together the right team for your project, from 
refurbishment and regeneration projects to large-
scale construction developments.  

Working across sectors including commercial, 
education, food and drink, healthcare, residential, 
hospitality, PRS and student accommodation, we offer 
best value for customers and do it in a responsible 
and sustainable way.  

We are proud to deliver projects that make a real 
difference to our customers and their communities 
including the £11.4m Ada Belfield Centre, a state-of-
the-art integrated residential care home and library 
hub; the £4.3m replacement Goldthorpe Primary 
School in Rotherham which has become a best 
performing school in the area since opening its doors; 

As a national business working with local stakeholders and supply chains we provide 
customers with the expertise to invest, develop, construct and maintain across the 
whole built environment lifecycle. 

and the £4.4m Isobel Bowler Sports Ground, part of 
an initiative to create sustainable community football 
hubs across the country.

Robertson Facilities Management
We have a team of over 1,500 people delivering hard 
and soft FM services, grounds maintenance and 
energy services for single and multi-site locations – 
over 5,500 buildings – throughout the UK.  

From commercial and residential to education, 
hospitality and healthcare we put together single 
and total service packages that maximise value and 
building performance, and focus on safe working 
practices, a sustainable approach and the experience 
of building users. 

We are
TEAM ROBERTSON
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Robertson Capital Projects 
Our project management and investment teams 
work with public sector customers and private sector 
financiers to deliver high-quality infrastructure and 
developments across a range of sectors. 

We focus on mitigating risk and driving value, ensuring 
your project is clearly scoped, accurately budgeted 
and effectively resourced and managed at every stage 
– from design, preconstruction and construction to 
facilities maintenance management. 

Robertson Engineering Services 
Robertson Engineering Services delivers mechanical 
and electrical engineering services across the 
UK, from conceptual design to installation and 
maintenance. Optimising industry expertise and 
digital technologies, we create products and solutions 
which are cost-effective, sustainable and safe. 

Robertson Timber Engineering 
We design, manufacture and erect precision-
engineered timber for national housebuilders and 
public and private sector developments across 
Scotland and the North of England.

Our in-house  designers, technicians and engineers 
focus on developing products and systems that bring 
cost, time and environmental benefits. Together, we 
deliver whole projects and specialist support including 
design suitability, budget, value engineering and new 
product development.

Visit robertson.co.uk for more information on 
what we do and our recent projects.
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Introducing the Yorkshire & East Midlands Team 
We work with a ‘one team’ approach, which benefits customers through increased value for money, certainty 
of delivery and better working relationships. We build open, long-term relationships and engage meaningfully 
within our teams, with our customers, supply chains and communities.  

AN EXPERIENCED
PROJECT PARTNER

Duncan Reeves
Operations Director

Rebecca Southworth
Commercial Director

Paul Henderson
Operations Manager

Lindsey Hegarty
Business Development

Director

Nigel Brook
Managing Director

Robertson Construction South

Paul Turner
Managing Director

Yorkshire & East Midlands
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Working responsibly

Being socially, economically and environmentally 
responsible in all that we do is crucial to the success 
we have achieved to date, and to the continued 
sustainability of our business. Our Responsible 
Business strategy has three core themes, each aligned 
to UN Sustainable Development Goals: our people, 
our partners and our planet.

Reducing our carbon footprint 

In June 2018, Robertson became one of the first in 
the built environment sector to be accredited as a 
carbon neutral company. In the last five years we 
have reduced our intensity by 25%, and offset  our 
remaining footprint through local and international 
initiatives that deliver social value. We’ve set Science 
Based Targets to reduce emissions by a further 30% 
by 2030, in line with global ambitions.

Raising sustainability awareness

We have huge in-house capability but could not 
achieve what we do without our specialist supply 
chain. We always seek to develop skills and improve 
quality wherever we can to ensure the highest 
professional standards.

In 2019 we became one of only 72 ‘Gold’ level 
members out of the 12,500+ registered with the 
Supply Chain Sustainability School, putting us in the 
top 1% of built environment professionals in the UK – 
a reflection of our commitment to driving awareness 
in sustainability issues, from fairness and inclusion to 
waste and wellbeing. Now over 58% of our preferred 
supply chain have registered with the school, 
something we continue to champion.

Assuring a sustainable future 

25%
carbon intensity  

reduction 
2014–2015 to 

2018–2019

250
trees planted at Perth 

Grammar School  
for carbon offset

967
miles reduced per  
company car since  

2014-2015

11.7%
carbon intensity  

reduction for energy  
use on site

Decarbonisation: how we’re making a positive impact
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We’re passionate about having a positive effect on 
communities. Whether it’s delivering much-needed 
infrastructure, investing locally in talent and skills, or  
working with our customers, suppliers and partners to 
support the local and national economy, we take pride in 
transforming places knowing there is a greater purpose 
to what we do. 

We understand that quality of life in any community is 
closely linked to taking pride in places and buildings. 

That’s why we work on projects that mean a lot to 
people, such as schools and nurseries - creating learning 
opportunities along the way and making sure we do it 
sustainably. 

Because we are a family business with strong roots in 
our own community, it’s important to us that we make 
a positive social impact everywhere we work to help 
communities flourish in the future. 

Social value matters

Communities
LEAVING A LASTING LEGACY

19,659
people benefited from 364 activities 

bespoke to local needs and stakeholders 
in 2019-2020

21
CCS National Site 
Awards received

40.55
average CCS 

score versus 36.88 
industry average 

72
employability and 
community group 

activities with 
2,959 people

121
early years and 
primary school 
activities with 
6,673 pupils

46
college/university 

activities with 
1,462 students

125
secondary school 

activities with 
8,550 pupils

258
people completed work 

placements
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Built on the site of a former Thornton’s factory, the 
Ada Belfield Centre and Belper Library accommodates 
residents from a 1960s care home which had become 
too costly to maintain, too small and lacked modern 
facilities. 

The new development includes 40 high-quality and 
dementia-friendly residential bedrooms, lounge and 
dining areas, a café/restaurant, public  library, external 
landscaping and car park. A pedestrian walkway 
links the new care hub to town centre shops, making 
access easier for residents. 

As the site sits within a UNESCO World Heritage 
corridor, we took a staged approach to demolition of 
the factory building to carefully retain the historically 
significant façades.

Ada Belfield Care Home and Library  
BELPER 

CUSTOMER: Derbyshire County Council 

£11.2 
million

Completed

2020
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Key facts

• 44,670 sq ft working with heritage facades.

• 91 supply chain partners and 21% spent in 
Derbyshire or within 20 miles of the site.

• Previously home to a Thornton’s factory and the 
Empire Music Hall, the building’s frontage has 
been retained to safeguard the town’s heritage. 

• Local materials used where possible including 
stone quarried in Derbyshire. 

• Changed structural frame from steel to masonry 
for better insulation. 

• Redesigned drainage system to minimise traffic 
disruption for locals. 

• Bespoke community engagement and 
educational programmes.

“This new building will be a 
wonderful addition to the town and 
provide high-quality care in modern 
surroundings.”
Councillor Jean Wharmby
Derbyshire County Council
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Located near Sheffield city centre, Dart Square is ideally placed for students from the University of Sheffield and 
Sheffield Hallam University.  

The accommodation offers 250 beds over its 15 floors including single, twin and double studios, and ensuite flats 
with shared with kitchen and dining areas. 

The two-year project will be completed in time for the new academic year in September 2021.

The project team has formed close links in the local 
community, creating  opportunities for adults and 
young people including:

• Highlighting routes into construction at local 
careers fair.

• Trainee Quantity Surveyor recruited for placement 
through Sheffield University.

• Work experience and site opportunities for 
students at Sheffield College.

• Collaborating with the Local Enterprise 
Partnership.

Dart Square Student Accommodation  
SHEFFIELD 

CUSTOMER: KR Developments 

£16.9 
million

Completion 

2021

Key facts

• £1 million saved through value engineering 
and design.   

• 2 weeks saved on piling through innovative 
productivity analysis.    

• 15 storeys with 38 cluster flats and 29 studio 
apartments. 

• Roof terrace, games area, gymnasium, 
cinema, library and common room and 
lounge areas.    
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With a growing student population, but lack of 
city centre accommodation, the purpose-built Huntingdon Street 
development provides accommodation designed with student wellbeing 
in mind.  

The build includes a mix of cluster bed apartments, twin clusters, studios 
and townhouses. A combination of communal lounges and study areas, 
entertainment and fitness facilities, and outdoor spaces encourage social 
interaction.

While the residences provide modern facilities, the mews-style structure 
and red brick facades evoke Nottingham’s textile manufacturing past.

The development looks set to springboard further regeneration in 
the area. 

Huntingdon Street Student Accommodation    
NOTTINGHAM  

CUSTOMER: Development Managers Limited  

£19 
million

Completion 

2020

Key facts

• Over £800,000 of value 
engineering implemented. 

• 30% of project spend within 
30 miles of project.

• Locally sourced building 
supplies, reducing transport 
pollution and supporting the 
local economy.  

• The 84,427 sq ft structure 
comprises five buildings up 
to seven storeys.   

• Environmental excellence: 
original building 
demolition rubble used as 
aggregate for new structure. 

“We are very impressed with the Robertson approach. Their 
knowledge of the supply chain and state-of-the-art construction 
methods have been instrumental in shortening the delivery 
programme and driving project costs down.”

Rachel Warren, Development Director
Development Managers Limited
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Gulson Road Student Accommodation
COVENTRY

CUSTOMER: Gilltown Ltd

£24 
million

Completion 
2020

462
rooms
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This new development will offer Coventry 
University students the high-quality living 
space and amenities they look for in 
accommodation.  

Set over eight storeys, rooms include private 
studios and cluster bedrooms with ensuite 
and shared facilities. Ten rooms have been 
designed to easily adapt to suit accessibility 
needs. Facilities include a gym, social and 
study spaces and open courtyards. 

The building design and red brickwork 
complements others in the area, and the 
different roof levels avoid the structure being 
overbearing for neighbouring properties.



Nova Apartments
NOTTINGHAM

CUSTOMERS: Fusion Students and Talbot Nottingham Construction

The high-specification development provides 
stylish student accommodation in the centre 
of Nottingham and comprises several blocks – 
some up to eight storeys – built around a central 
courtyard. 

The residence adds bedroom capacity in an area 
which is fast becoming the city’s student quarter, 
and part of the regeneration of Talbot Street.

Before building started we demolished the 
majority of the old property on the site, taking 
care to preserve the original façade.

Liaising with the Nottingham Civic Society, we 
made sure works did not impinge on the Canning 
Circus conservation area and that we retained 
and sympathetically restored the listed art deco 
frontage, an internal staircase and a stone wall 
dating back to 1852.

£20 
million

Completed

2017
437 
beds
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Hampton by Hilton
LEEDS

CUSTOMER: Heeton Holdings

We constructed a new 4-storey podium 
and converted and refurbished the existing 
12-storey office block to create a 3-star, 192-
bed Hampton by Hilton in Leeds. 

The development is part of a regeneration 
initiative to transform a city centre gateway site 
into a vibrant urban district with residential 
apartments, workspaces and a mix of 
amenities. 

The site team stripped back and extended the 
existing concrete frame before recladding the 
structure, and forming an extensive green roof 
and roof-level plant room.

The interior was converted to accommodate 
bedrooms, meeting rooms, conference venue, 
gym, bar and restaurant. Guest rooms and 
open plan spaces were fitted out with high 
quality finishes and interiors suited to the 
Hampton by Hilton brand.

£18 
million

Completed

2019
192 
beds
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The refurbishment at Grimsby Institute provides 
modern teaching spaces and equipment for the new 
Lincolnshire Institute of Technology (IoT).

Rated the UK’s fourth best college in 2019, the 
upgraded facility is a key component of the IoT, a 
regional collaboration between employers, colleges 
and universities to deliver higher education courses 
that close skills gaps and provide a clear route to 
technical employment. 

Works included: 

• Internal alternations and refurbishment of 2nd 
floor of the Nuns Corner Campus. 

• New and refurbished teaching and learning 
areas including computer labs, brick and 
construction workshops, hair and beauty 
studio and lecture theatre.

• Main entrance alterations and window 
replacements. 

• Plant room and re-roofing works to support 
ongoing maintenance of the college.

The health and safety of our customers and site 
team is always a priority, and even more so during 
Covid-19. Working closely with the college, we created 
a programme that minimised the overlap of trades 
and ensured the team worked within government 
guidelines and our own Safe Operating Procedures to 
keep the project on track to success.

Grimsby Institute
GRIMSBY

CUSTOMER: The Grimsby Institute of Further & Higher Education

£1.4 
million

Completion 

2020
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Goldthorpe Primary School
ROTHERHAM

CUSTOMER: NPS Group

£4.3 
million

Completed 
2016360

pupils
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As part of the council’s strategy to reorganise 
Barnsley’s education system, Goldthorpe Primary 
School was selected to be replaced due to the poor 
quality of buildings, high levels of socio-economic 
deprivation and above-average levels of illiteracy.

We designed and constructed a modern, bright and 
spacious 2,000 m², 11 classroom facility with capacity 
for 360 pupils and 60 nursery places. Other features 
include flexible learning zones, a library and resource 
centre, assembly/sports hall and community facilities. 

The extensive outdoor space has a MUGA, multiple 
play areas, amphitheatre, obstacle course, expansive 
garden, a pupil drop-off zone and cycling facilities. The 
project achieved BREEAM very good rating.

With 20% of pupils going to school without breakfast, 
the project team raised funds for food through their 
‘Give a breakfast for the Breakfast Club’ initiative. They 
also supported school staff who started work early 
to feed around 50 pupils and set them up for the day 
ahead.

Since opening in September 2016, Goldthorpe has 
become the area’s best-performing school. 

“Our overall experience of Robertson is 
nothing far short of excellent, the whole 
process was smooth and issue free and we 
can’t wait to work with Robertson again. 
Budget requirements were thoroughly 
surpassed and Robertson achieved 
something that we were told by other parties 
could not be achieved on our tight budget 
constraints. The quality of the project was 
outstanding with safety measures second to 
none”.

Karen Temple, Managing Director 
NPS Barnsley



Mixenden cladding removal and replacement
HALIFAX

CUSTOMER: Together Housing 

£1.2 
million

Completed 
2018

We removed ACM cladding and applied a new covering 
on three high-rise blocks in Mixenden, Halifax. The 
project team developed a scope of works, managed 
cladding removal and conducted checks to ensure 
the safest and best replacement options for Together 
Housing and residents living in the 288 homes on the 
development. 

Design, logistics and costings were provided before 
agreeing an insulated render replacement. With the 
existing external wall systems removed, the new 
render system was installed in full compliance with 
BS:8414 and BRE 135, providing the highest levels 
of safety. 

“Robertson did an excellent job. 
Workmanship, management, H&S and all 
aspects of the contract were excellent.”  
George Paterson, Group Director of Assets
Together Housing Group
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Burleigh Court Hotel
LOUGHBOROUGH

CUSTOMER: Imago @ Loughborough Ltd

£2.5 
million

Completed 
2019
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The project involved refurbishment of the four-star 
hotel and conference centre located on Loughborough 
University’s campus. 

The team planned works in several phases to allow 
the hotel to continue to operate – a key customer 
requirement. Built in 1991, the original 104 guest 
rooms and ensuite facilities were fully refurbished 
and transformed into contemporary spaces. The 74 
rooms built in 2006 were upgraded to refresh their 
appearance and ensure the standards expected of a 
four-star hotel. 

The work at Burleigh Court provides a renewed sales 
incentive for the venue, attracting new guests and 
ensuring those returning keep coming back. 



Premier Inn
MATLOCK 

CUSTOMER: Whitbread Premier Inns

£3 
million

Completed 

2016 58
beds
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Working with the UK’s largest hotel 
brand, Premier Inn, we built this family-
friendly hotel in Matlock during a 36-week 
programme.

The development has 58 bedrooms, 
on-site restaurant and carparking, and 
was designed to echo the style of the 
surrounding Derbyshire Dales.

The tight site – located on a road bend, 
next to a leisure centre and steep banking 
– impacted storage space and general 
logistics. Strong project management kept 
the programme on track and ensured site 
safety, scheduled deliveries, and minimal 
disruption to traffic and pedestrians.

We drove local spend by partnering with 
trade contractors within 20 miles of the 
site. Built on what was previously derelict 
land, this regeneration makes a positive 
contribution to the landscape as well as 
creating new jobs in the area.

“Robertson has done a fantastic job in 
delivering a product that our customers 
are happy with and we are happy with.”

Matt Gent, Project & Programme Manager
Whitbread PLC



James House
YORK

CUSTOMER: City of York Council

£5.3 
million

Completed 
201957

units
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The refurbishment and fit-out of a former office 
building created emergency accommodation for 
people who find themselves homeless.

The development offers a mix of one, two and three-
bedroom flats including four on the ground floor which 
are larger and wheelchair accessible.

Located in a light industrial area of York, the exterior 
appearance was softened to suit a residential block. 
Changes included a new-build entrance foyer, 
new windows, courtyard, children’s play area and 
landscaped gardens.

We also created a reception, meeting rooms and staff 
spaces, and an external plant room which generates 
heating and hot water for the residences.

With some of the exisiting homeless accommodation 
unfit for purpose and scattered across the city, James 
House increases provision, facilities and access. 



Broadway
BRADFORD

CUSTOMER: Meyer Bergman

£1.2 
million

Completed 
2018

This project saw us construct the shell and core for a 
boutique cinema and restaurant scheme.

Built on the site of the old BAE building near the 
Broadway shopping centre, the development was 
another step forward in Bradford’s regeneration plans 
geared at stimulating economic growth and creating a 
strong, vibrant city centre.

Plans for the completed development included a 
seven-screen cinema, private screening room and four 
restaurants, adding some 40,000 sq ft to the Broadway 
shopping and leisure complex.
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Isobel Bowler Sports Pavilion
SHEFFIELD

CUSTOMER: Sheffield City Council

£4.4 
million

Completed 
2018

The Isobel Bowler Sports Ground is part of the FA’s 
wider investment in grassroots football. With over 800 
teams – many of them junior and youth – football is 
Sheffield’s biggest team sport. 

The project covers 1,500 m2 over a contemporary two-
storey pavilion, with:
• Coaching and education space.
• 6 team changing rooms.
• Accessible changing room.
• Gym and fitness studio.
• Reception, office and specator toilets.
• Kitchen and bar area.
• 124-space car park.

Robertson was proud to support projects in the 
community including working with local high schools 
at careers events and arranging site visits for local 
football teams.
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Samuel Tuke Apartments
YORK

CUSTOMER: S Harrison Developments Ltd

This four-storey student accommodation in York 
included a new build and the refurbishment of a 
listed building which was structurally unsound. 

We delivered a robust programme which ensured 
the safety of our site workers, careful restoration and  
timely delivery. Working closely with English Heritage 
and local architects, all key features of the existing 
building were preserved including the grand frontage.

The original fireplaces add character to the 
bedrooms, studios and flats, complete with high-
quality, modern interiors. Shared facilities include a 
gym, cinema, study spaces and laundry room which 
encourage wellbeing and interaction.

Given the site’s heritage, the project team welcomed 
university students and gave presentations to school 
pupils to teach them about restoration methods and 
modern construction.

£5.8 
million

Completed

2017
115 
beds
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Portobello House
SHEFFIELD

CUSTOMER: GHL Ltd

This new build student residence is ideally 
located in Sheffield city centre, just minutes’ 
walk from main university buildings. Robertson 
completed the project ahead of schedule and the 
start of the 2016/17 academic year. 

The accommodation comprises a mix of studios, 
super studios and self-contained two-bedroom 
apartments over seven storeys. Facilities such 
as the cinema room, games and common room, 
private gym and study room promote student 
wellbeing and strike a balance of quiet and social 
spaces. 

Much of the development was constructed 
using offsite fabricated modules, allowing us to 
progress the project faster than with traditional 
methods and ensure the high quality demanded 
of premium student accommodation. 

The tight city centre location limited site access, 
but careful planning ensured all materials and 
deliveries were efficiently coordinated with 
minimal disruption to local traffic and the public. 

£6.2 
million

Completed

2016
128 
beds
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Our principles are the driving force for 
our success – it’s the Robertson Way:

We listen  

We take responsibility  

We are professional 

We are determined to succeed 

We are one team 

# WeAreTeamRobertson 
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T: 01786 431600
E: marketing@robertson.co.uk

Find us at: robertson.co.uk

Get in touch to find out how we can work together.

Lindsey Hegarty 
Business Development Director
Yorkshire & East Midlands
M: 07803 262 857
E: l.hegarty@robertson.co.uk

Paul Turner
Managing Director
Yorkshire & East Midlands
T: 0114 399 3960
E: p.turner@robertson.co.uk


